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By NANCY BUCKLEY

Department store chain Neiman Marcus is expanding its personalized shopping
experiences to accommodate the online consumer.

With MyNM, online consumers will receive customization and personalization similar to
what they receive in-store. The increased technology will help Neiman Marcus further
integrate the consumer purchase journey.

“This personalization is an attempt to replicate the personal relationships that are the
hallmark of our customer/associate relationships in our stores,” said Ginger Reeder, vice
president of corporate communications at Neiman Marcus Group Services, Dallas.

Customized experience

On MyNM, consumers are presented with a dashboard full of widgets that take the
consumer’s preference into consideration. These widgets include “what’s new since your
last visit,” “top pinned,” “our most requested,” “trending items,” “you may also like,” “now
on sale” and the best sellers in different categories such as shoes and dresses.

Also, consumers can access geo-targeted event and promotion listings for their local
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store. These include sales and trunk shows at the consumer’s closest Neiman Marcus.

MyNM dashboard

The online platform is similar to the in-store experience in that the more often the site is
visited, the more customized her experience will be.

When a widget is clicked upon a flipbook appears over the screen.

For instance, when “customer favorites” is clicked upon, a pop-up takes over the screen
with a slideshow of options such as Christian Louboutin’s Rolando Hidden-Platform
Pump or Gucci’s interlocking G Belt.

The top pinned options are aggregated from Pinterest to see what items pinners are
interested in across Neiman Marcus’ Web site.

My Favorites widget

On the top left side of the Web site, a link back to MyNM is always present on the tool bar
so consumers can easily link back to the dashboard.

Once a consumer starts interacting with the site, on the top left corner of every product
there is an option to favorite the product. Once added to “my favorites,” a consumer can
find these items in the widget on their dashboard.

Consumers have the option to email their favorites list to themselves or another, possibly
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for a gift list for a birthday or holiday.

Preferred designers and brands can also be added to the favorites list, adding to the
customization of this online platform.

Personal ecommerce
Optimizing a consumer’s online experience tends to lead to repeat visits.

For instance, department store chain Barneys New York made it easier for consumers to
find what they are looking for with a more personalized search tool.

Barneys’ new search pulls in consumer data to provide targeted suggestions and more
relevant results. Taking the individual into account increases the likelihood of conversion
and makes the shopping experience more fulfilling for consumers (see story).

Similarly, fashion house Oscar de la Renta refreshed the customer experience on its
ecommerce site by offering personalized shopping and fitting profiles with True Fit
technology.

True Fit profiles helped customers find specific styles and products that will fit their body
type. A personalized experience is an effective way to attract and retain affluent
consumers who seek an individualized shopping experience (see story).

Creating a similar experience in-store and online is important for brands looking to
maintain the same relationship with consumers.

“The more you shop with at particular associate, the more he or she knows about your
taste, your lifestyle, etc,” Ms. Reeder said. “In the same way, the more a customer uses
MyNM, the more personalized it will become.”

Final Take
Nancy Buckley, editorial assistant on Luxury Daily, New York 
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